Art:tent paper published in tl',is journal (Warren, (977) argued that twO stimuli in apparent motion are per.:ei·:ed as a single object if and only if one is "ecologically transiormab!e" into the other.
Wh;le no general criterion has been offered for t~tin1! the transformability of a given stimulus pair, it seems that under any reasonable criterion the reported data \\,ili nOI support the above claim.
One of the stimulus pairs used in Warren (1977) Figure Ie An object does exist such that the two shapes are pcn~c:ctive views thereof, separated by a small move· melll of the object.
The di>tinctioll between valid and invalid· ecologic.!1 Iransformation was further attempled in Warren (1.977) by contrasting a square changing into a trapezoid with a square changing into a rectangle. It was argued that only the first transformation is "ecologically valid," since a tilied rectangle really exhibits both horizontal contraction and line convergence (p. 267). But, since the squ:ue in the experiment extended only 0.5 deg of visual angle, the line convergence produced by the tilt is negligible: one side of the resulting trapezoid is shb.rter than the olher by only less than J %. I That is equivalent to a trapezoid with a long side of 10 mm and a shon'side of 9.9 mm viewed from a distance of about 100 em.
Such a "trapezoid" is certainly perceptually in· distinguishable from a rectangle. A square-rectangle pair is actually a valid transformalion of a small planar square in rotation, while the square-trapezoid u.edin Warren {I977} is nOlo
In conclusion, the classification of the stimuli in thl'! experiment cannot be justified on the basis of their transformability, hence an explanation for the difference. found between them has to be sought else· wh;:re.
A second commcllt concerns the generality of the reported findings. Apparent motion displays are influenced. by several variables, among which are the stimuli shape and the timing parameters. It was :-':OTES AND Cm.1ME~T 4)) claimed that keeping the liming pararneter~ cor.~laill (60-msec presentation time, 6O-m~ec lSI) enable..! the directmeasurt:mt:nl of Ihe share ir.fluence alon.:!. But this experimental procedure does not guara:llct: consistent results. II is perfectly. conceivable: that when two stimuli-pairs are compared, onl'! will be judged as higher along a given scale using or.e s,t of timing parameters, but lower llsing another. Tilis is, in fact, the cas.: both for smoothness of mo:ion ratings and for likelihood of perceived mOLon [for examples, see Kolers (1972) , Figures 3.1 alld 3.4) . Consequently, no general statement can be rclbbly made on the basi. of a single set oi timing parameters.
In summary: The perceptual identity of stimuli in apparent motion canno: be accounted for in terms of shape transformability. Whether or not identity can be predicted on the basi> of shape alone, independ.:nt of liming charactcris!ics, cannot be concluded withollt further experimentation.
